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Early searches for new phenomena
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Dramatic increase in sensitivity in multi-TeV region 
→ Large discovery potential in early Run-2 dataset



Some exciting results so far…
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Fully hadronic VV searches 
Modest excess in Run-1:  
3.4σ local / 2.5σ global 

Diphoton resonance search 
Modest excess in Run-2:  
3.9σ local / 2.0σ global 

Extensive Run-2 search programme in all possible decay 
modes covering a wide mass region



Overview of early Run-2 results
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Overview of early Run-2 results
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Cross section exclusion limits usually for a generic Gaussian 
signature, Higgs-like scalar particle, RS Graviton, Z’ (axial-vector)
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General analysis strategies
Distinguish between two strategies, at high resonance mass 
decay products strongly boosted
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ΔR ~ 2M/pT

Resolved regime: relative 
low momentum in the lab 
frame, reconstruct one jet 
for each quark 

Boosted regime: high momentum 
in the lab frame, outgoing quarks 
have low angular separation, jets 
begin to merge → Need new 
reconstruction techniques



Boosted analysis steps
1. Select large-R jets: pick up all the radiation from the decay  

2. Grooming (different techniques available): 
- Reveal hard substructure by removing soft radiation and pile-up 

- Trimming (mainly used in ATLAS): identify sub-jets with ΔR=0.2 within large-R jet 
and remove if pT fraction <5% 

3. Tagging: exploit differences in signal and background decay 
characteristics
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Boson tagging
Characterise internal structure with two variables 

- Trimmed jet mass 

- D2, identifies jets with two distinct concentrations of energy (through 
energy correlation functions) 

With a 50% efficiency for W bosons (M,D2) gives a background 
rejection factor of ~50
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q/g-jets Ws



Boson tagging
Trimmed large-R jets are calibrated with a MC based calibration 

Scale, resolution and substructure variable uncertainties 
obtained from in-situ methods (compare to track-jets) 

- Among the largest experimental uncertainties in boosted analyses 
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Validate signal efficiencies 
and calibration in  
top-enriched data

tt(W)



Di-boson full hadronic search. mJJ is 2.0 TeV, the leading jet has pT = 1.1 TeV 
and m = 93.7 GeV, and the subleading jet has pT = 0.9 TeV and m = 92.8 GeV. 
 



Search for VV resonances 
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Require at least one boson-tagged large-R jet 

Events categorised based on the decay signature of the 2nd V 
- Boosted leptons: pT dependent isolation 
- Exploit different background composition in each channel

     Z+jets                  Z/W+jets               W+jets               Multijet     
are the main backgrounds



Estimating backgrounds
Two main background estimation strategies commonly used 

- MC based estimate, normalised in signal depleted sideband regions 
- Functional fit to the steeply falling mass distribution in data 

Choice of functional form and fit uncertainties determined from 
large stat. fast simulation samples or directly in data 
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FitMC based



VV results
No significant excess seen, set limits 

Main uncertainties from large-R jet energy/mass scale (~5%) and 
D2 (~10%) 

Most sensitive channel: lvqq 
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Example: G* signal 
(bulk RS Graviton  
model with k/MPl=1)



Zγ resonance search  

Highest invariant mass μμγ candidate



Complementary decay modes
Two Z-decay channels considered: leptonic and boosted 
hadronic decays (large-R jet) capture 77% of Z decay BR 

Two channels complementary in the covered mass range:  
- Leptonic decay: high signal eff. and less background, but fewer events at  

high mass and inefficient lepton selection due to overlap  

- Hadronic channel: effective for high mass range when decay more 
boosted, enough statistics due to hadronic BR 
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leptons

large-R jets



Signal extraction 

Main backgrounds: continuum SM Z+γ and γ+jets production 
(estimated with sideband fit to data)  

Detector resolution for a narrow width scalar resonance  
1% and 2-3% relative to mllγ and mJγ
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Leptonic analysis Hadronic analysis

Z+γ γ+jets



Zγ results
No significant excess observed 

Leptonic analysis: dominant uncertainty statistical 

Hadronic analysis: main uncertainty jet mass and energy 
resolution (20% to 2% effect on limits from 750 GeV to 2.75 GeV)
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hh→ (bb)(bb) search
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Resolved (low mass) 
mhh < 1.1 TeV

Boosted (high mass) 
mhh > 1.1 TeV

4 small-R jets 2 large-R jets

Each jet b-tagged Each with 2 associated 
small-R track jets 

3 or 4 track jets b-taggedSmall jj ΔR and large dijet pT 
to minimise pairing ambiguity



Data-driven background estimate
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multijet events from 2-tag

Sideband

Control



Data-driven background estimate
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Signal extraction in mhh

Multijet events from 2-tag

Signal region



hh→ (bb)(bb) results
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Most sensitive hh decay signature above 500 GeV  

Limits e.g. for a narrow spin-0 resonance
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VBF'4FLepton'Events'

Di7Jet!Event!
Highest!Mass!Central!Dijet!

pT1!=!pT2!=!3.2!TeV!
mJJ!=!6.9!TeV!
MET!=!46!GeV!
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Events with jet pT < 400 GeV strongly pre-scaled



Trigger Level Analysis
Record events at a much higher rate by recording only partial 
event information needed for the search (5% of full event size) 

Dedicated trigger level energy calibration and jet/event cleaning  
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Jet selection efficiency  
and purity above 99%



Trigger Level Analysis

Select events with jet pT > 185/85 GeV
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Low mass analysis (TLA)



Trigger Level Analysis

Select events with jet pT > 185/85 GeV, two search regions
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Low mass analysis (TLA) High mass analysis



How to reach even lower masses? Dijet + ISR
Trigger on ISR to avoid trigger limitations on di-jet system 

Advantages: reaches very low mass regions, full event 
information (important cross-check if excess in TLA seen) 

This result: photon as ISR,  
add further channels in the  
future (similar to mono-X)
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Summary of 13 TeV dijet results
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y* = (y1-y2)/2

TLA

Dijet + γ

Dijet



di-b-jet
Existing 13 TeV analysis probing mass range 1.1 – 5.0 TeV  
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This result: use b-jet trigger, 
less efficient but able to 
extend analysis to lower 
masses 

b-jet trigger efficiency for b-
tagged offline jets 90 - 60% 
from pT 100 - 600 GeV 

Largest uncertainty from  
b-tagging algorithms, online 
and offline (~30%) 

Limits on the visible xs in the backup slides



Conclusions
Many interesting results with first 13 TeV data 

Several new ideas and techniques to improve searches, both in 
the low and high mass regions 

Excellently performing LHC, 1.6/fb recorded in the past week. 
Looking forward to many exciting results to come!
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max in 2015 4.3/fb recorded

0.5/fb



Additional material
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Visible cross-section limits on bb
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Dijet + γ effective cross-section limits
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DijetDijet + γ



(M,D2) efficiency
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bb analysis
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